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ABSTRACT
A proof procedure is described which operates on
formulas of the predicate calculus which are quantifier-
free. The procedure, which involves a single inference
rule called NC-resolution, is shown to be complete. Com-
pleteness is also obtained for a simple restriction on
the rule's application.
Examples are given using NC-resolution not only for
synthesis of a logic program from its specification, but
for execution of a program specification in its original
form.
2
1. Introduction.
We consider here a version of the first-order predicate
calculus in which statements are not required to be in the clause
form used by standard resolution theorem provers. We will, however,
restrict the well-formed formulas (wffs) to be quantifier free.
All variables are implicitly universally quantified. The reader
is assumed to be familiar with the notions of atomic formula,
unification, substitution, and reSOlution. In section 2 we define
wffs, their tree representation, the polarity of their constituents,
and some reduction rules for wffs. In section 3 we introduce some
theorems about wffs which are needed for the semantic tree com-
pleteness arguments of section 4, where the proof procedure is
introduced. In section 5, an example is given in which the proof-
procedure is used to derive a Horn-clause logic program, from its
specification written in non-clausal form.
This proof procedure has several advantages over those the
author is aware of. The propositional structure of the original
set of wffs to be refuted is not normalized in any way. In [1]
Bibel presents a quite unrestricted system which nevertheless
requires that negation signs be driven lIinward ll until they apply
to one atom only. Another advantage that Bibel's system and most
others lack is the treatment of the logical equivalence connective,
which our system seems to handle qu~te neatly. A possible third
advantage of our procedure is the ability to "resolve on" arbi-
trarily large unifiable sub-formulas. This feature is exploited
in some examples, and the need for efficient algorithms to recog-
nize such sub-formulas is clearly apparent.
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1.1 An example.
In [3] Clark gives (1-1,2,3) as a specification for a program
to test if an element u is a member of a list z.
(1-0)
(1-1)
(1-2)
(1-3)
x=x
N Elem(u NIL)
Elem(u w.x) <=> u=w V Elem(u x)
Mem(uzt) <=> «t=T&Elem(uz» V (t=F& NElem(uz»)
We have added (I-D), simple reflexivity, the only equivalence
property needed here. The variable t has value T if u is in z,
F if not. "NIL" denotes the empty list and .. ... denotes the usual
list constructor.
A Horn-clause program can be synthesized from the above
specification, to which sample queries may be posed, such as
<= Mem(b a.b.NIL t)
This formula can be written in more traditional form as:
(1-4) NMem(b a.b.NIL t)
The proof procedure to be introduced in this paper can be
used to derive the program synthesized in [3]. The derivation is
quite difficult, however. To give the flavor of the new procedure,
we will show how it operates on the above specification and query,
in their present form, to produce the desired answer.
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A binary resolution may be viewed as replacing matched posi-
tive and negative atoms by IIfalse ll and IItrue,lI and forming the dis-
junction of the resultant clauses. Then the resolvent would contain
the two literals "false ll and UNtrue, II both of which can be dropped
for truth-functional reasons. The main idea behind the inference
rule defined formally later in this paper, is the similar replace-
ment of matching atoms in parent formulas, by truth-values. The
inferred formula is then the disjunction of the resultant formulas,
simplified (or reduced) truth-functionally. Because our formulas
are not necessarily clauses, the reduction may involve more than
just dropping the atoms resolved upon.
Notice that the above query consists of one atom,
Mem(b a.b.NIL t), which is unifiable with the atom Mem{u z t) of
(1-3), by substitution S = {b/a, a.b.NIL/Z]. We may informally
describe Mem(b a.b.NIL t) as having negative polarity in (1-4).
In turn, Mem(u z t) has both positive and negative polarity in
(1-3). These intuitive notions will be defined formally in section 2.
The proof-procedure allows us to IINe-resolve" (1-3) and (1-4) on
the matched atoms possessing opposite polarities and the "NC-
resolvent" is:
(1-3)5 (F/(Mem(u z t)5)] disjoined with
(1-4)5 {T/(Mem(b a.b.NIL t)5)]
where the curly brackets indicate replacement and T, F are the
truth values. We form the NC-resolvent by replacing the matched
atom of one formula with T, and the matched atom of the other with
5
F , taking the disjunction of the resulting formulas. For reasons
explained in later sections, we replace positive atoms with F and
negative atoms with T.
Our NC-resolvent written explicitly is
(F <=> «t=T & Elem(b a.b.NIL» V (t=F & ~E1em(b a.b.NIL»» V ~T
which reduces to
(1-5) N«t=T & Elem(b a.b.NIL» V (t=F & NElem(b a.b.NIL»}
The atom Elem(b a.b.NIL} in (1-5) matches Elem(u w.x) in (1-2). We
NC-resolve (1-5) and (1-2) replacing the matching atom in (1-5) by
T , and in (1-2) by F. (These two wffs have another NC-resolvent
obtained by a dual replacement. We make no claim that the choice
is obvious.) Our NC-resolvent is:
F <=> (b=a V Elem (b b. NIL) » V N(t=T & T) V (t=F & NT)
which reduces to
(1-6) N(b=a v Elem(b b.NIL}) V N(t=T}
We NC-resolve on (1-2) again with (1-6), matching Elem(b b.NIL) with
Elem(u w.x} producing
F <=> (b=b vElem(b b.NIL» V N(t=T) which is
(1-7) N(b=b vElem(b b.~IL» V ~(t=T)
Assuming we recognize b=b is equal to T, (1-7) becomes
6
(l-7 )
We may now NC-resolve (1-7) with (1-0) producing F, (the equivalent
of the empty clause), and binding the variable t to the truth-
value T.
For this particular example, NC-resolution operates on the
program specification in much the way PROLOG would operate on the
Horn-clauses implied by the specification.
We will now formally describe NC-resolution and the language
upon which it operates.
2. The Formalism.
We will use the following logical connectives in our formalism:
-'II denoting NEGATION
V denoting DISJUNCTION
& denoting CONJUNCTION
=> denoting CONDITIONAL
<=> denoting LOGICAL EQUIVALENCE
Throughout this paper, we assume the commutative properties of &,
V, and <=>. "Til and "F" are atoms and denote truth and falsehood,
respectively. Any n-ary predicate symbol followed by n terms is
an atom. Wffs are all and only those expressions obtainable by the
(repeated) application of the following two rules:
1. Any atom is a wff
2. If A and Bare wffs, then so are
NA, (A V B), (A & B), (A => B), (A <=> B)
7
Every wff can be represented in tree form in the following way:
is an atom, then the tree for A is a single node representing
A and Bare wffs, then the tree for (A => B) is a node
=>, whose two immediate descendents are the root nodes of
If A
A. If
labeled
the trees for A and B respectively. Similiarly, for the other
logical connectives.
Def: Let N be a node in some tree, t. The depth of N is the
path length from the root to N. The depth of t is the maximum
depth of all its nodes.
2.1 Polarity of the constituents of a wff.
Def: Let A, B, w be wffs.
w is positive in A iff at least one occurrence of w in A, is
positive. The one occurrence of w in w, is positive.
If w is positive (negative) in A, then w is negative
(positive) in:
NA and (A => B)
If w is positive (negative) in A, then w is positive
(negative) in:
(A V B), (A & B), and (B => A)
If w occurs in A, then w is positive and negative in
(A <=> B)
8
Notation: Let A, w, a, be wffs.
A{a/w} denotes the wff obtained by replacing every occurrence
of w in A I by a. We may have substitutions with more than one
component, e.g., {AI/WI' A2/W2 , ---, An/Wn }. We interpret this as
a simultaneous substitution as defined in [4], except that both the
A's and W's are wffs, and for
w.•
J
2.2 Reduction.
1 < i,j < n I w.
1.
does not occur in
We denote "reduces to" by --->, and "does not reduce to" by
-j-> .
Let A, B , C, w, a, be wffs. We have the following reduction
rules:
NT ---> F NF ---> T
(T & w) ---> w (F & w) ---> F
(T vw) ---> T (F vw) ---> w
(T => w) ---> w (F => w) ---> T
(w => T) ---> T (w => F) ---> JYw
(T <=> w) ---> W (F <=> w) ---> N W
If w occurs in A, and w ---> a , then A ---> A{a/w}
If A ---> B I and B ---> C I then A ---> C
A wff is in reduced form whenever no reduction rule can be
applied to it. In addition to --->, and -/->, we will need the
following meta-linguistic relations:
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We use A = B (A ~= B) to denote that A and B have (do not
have) the same truth-value under all assignments of truth values to
their atoms.
We use A = B (A H= B) to denote that A and B are (are not)
syntactically identical.
2.3 Syntax and semantics of reduction.
The following lemmas summarize some useful facts concerning
the syntactic manipulations of reduction, and their effect (or lack
thereof) on the truth-functional semantics of the wffs being reduced.
The lemmas are fairly obvious and the proofs are omitted.
Lemma 1: The reduced form of every wff is either identically T
or F, or else has no occurrences of T, F •
The reduction rules may be applied until either all Tis and
Fig are eliminated, or the wff reduces to T or F.
Lemma 2: If all the atoms of a wff are either T or F, then its
reduced form is either T or F.
Lemma 3: If A ---> B , then A = B and A N= B .
The application of any reduction rule preserves the truth-
functional semantics, and decreases the size, of any wff.
Lemma 4: Suppose wff A = T (F). Then if all atoms of A, not
identical to T or F I are replaced by T or F, (all occurrences
of the same atom being replaced by the same truth-value), the resultant
wff will reduce to T (F).
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3. Reduction, Polarity and Substitution.
In this section we prove some theorems relating the replacement
of a sub-wff by a truth value, the resulting value of the entire wff,
and the polarity of the sub-wff. These theorems will be required
for the completeness results in section 4.
3.1 Theorem 1:
Given wff, A, where T N= A N= F
If A{F/w} = F (T) then w is positive (negative) in A
If A{T/w} = F (T) then w is negative (positive) in A
Proof: By induction on the maximum depth of w in the tree for
A. The proof is tedious so we do the induction step for only one
sub-case.
If w does not occur in A, the theorem is trivially true.
If w occurs at depth 0, then w=A, and the theorem holds.
Now suppose the theorem holds whenever w occurs at depths
< k , and suppose w occurs in A at depths < k+l •
Case 1: A{F/w} = F
Case Ib: A == (A. V A )
1 r
A{F/w} == (A. {F/w} V A {F/w}) = F
1 r
so
A.{F/w} = F = A {F/w}
1 r
but since
T N= A IV'= F
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neither of
A. , A is = T
1. r
only one of
A. , A may be = F
l. r
so at least one of A. , A (say A.) is = to neither T nor F
l. r l.
and has w at depths < k , therefore, by the ind. hyp. ,-
w is positive in either A.
1.
or A ,therefore,
r
w is positive
in A.
Case 2:
Case 3:
Case 4:
A{F/w} = T implies w is negative in A
A{T/w} = F implies w is negative in A
A{T/w} = T implies w is positive in A.
Proof: By similar arguments to those of Case 1.
3.2 Theorem 1'.
Given wff A, where T <-/- A -/-> F
If A{F/w} ---> F (T) then w is positive (negative) in A.
If A{T/w} ---> F (T) then w is negative (positive) in A.
This is exactly like Theorem 1 with = and ~= replaced by --->
and -/->. The proof is again by induction on the maximum depth of
w in A. Here we do the case corresponding to case lb in Theorem 1.
just to illustrate the similarity in the proofs.
Suppose A :: (A. V A )
1. r
A{F/w} :: (A. {F/w} V A {F/w}) ---> F
l. r
so
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A.{F/wl ---> F <--- A {F/wl
1 r
and since
T <-j- A -/-> F
neither of A. , A reduces to T
1 r
only one of A., A may reduce to F
1 r
so at least one of A., A (say A.),
1 r 1
reduces to neither T nor F,
and has w at depths < k
so by the ind. hyp., w
positive in A.
is positive in A . , therefore
1
w is
Theorems 1 and l' are not important in clause logic. There,
the only sub-wffs considered are atoms. If replacement of an atom
by F were to falsify a clause, the normal form makes it obvious
that that atom occurs as a positive (unnegated) literal of the clause.
3.3 Theorem 2.
Given wffs A, B, w, where T N= w N= F .
Suppose that w occurs in B, and A ---> B .
If w is positive (negative) in B,
then w is positive (negative) in A.
Proof: The reader may check that each of the first twelve reduction
rules satisfies Theorem 2. The last two reduction rules merely allow
the repeated application of the first twelve at any structural depth.
Therefore, the theorem holds, inductively, for any chain of reductions
from A to B.
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3.4 Theorem 3.
If A = F (T) and A -/-> F (T)
and A ~= F (T)
then some atom is both positive and negative in A.
The proof is by contradiction. We omit the details but des-
cribe the outline of the argument for the case where A = F .
We assume wff A is = F and satisfies the hypotheses of the
theorem, but contains no atom which is both positive and negative.
We then sequentially replace the positive atoms by T and the nega-
tive atoms by F, doing reduction after each replacement. When all
atoms are replaced, (or earlier), reduction must yield F by
Lemma 4, and T by Theorem 1', supplying our contradiction.
4. The Proof Procedure.
4.1 Semantic trees and partial interpretations.
Consider a set of wffs, U = {U
l
,U
2
,---,Un }. We interpret U
as the conjunction of its members. The atom set, A , of U is the
set of atoms, such that for any substitution, S , and wff u.
1
in
A.
J
U
U I if A. occurs in U.S, then
J 1
A = {AI ,A2 ,---,} be the atom set of
is in A. Let
A semantic tree represents
an enumeration of all possible assignments of truth-values to a set
of atoms. A given enumeration of the atom set of U determines a
semantic tree for U. The root node of a semantic tree represents
the empty assignment, which leaves undefined the values of all atoms.
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The unique path from the root to a node, N
k
, at depth k, deter-
mines an assignment of truth values to the first k atoms of A.
Nk has two successors, which represent the two assignments that
agree with that of N
k
over the first k atoms, but which assign
T and F to A(k+l}, and leave all other atoms undefined. Let the
partial interpretation of U at N
k
be denoted by I(N
k
). A node
in the semantic tree is a failure node iff its associated partial
interpretation falsifies a ground instance of some u.
1
in U. We
know from Herbrand's Theorem that if U is unsatisfiable, then every
path in the semantic tree for U leads to a failure node at finite
depth. If we terminate each path at the first failure node encountered,
we then obtain a finite closed semantic tree.
Def: For 1 ~ i ~ k , the truth-value of A. , determined by the
1
partial interpretation, I(N
k
), is denoted by Ai[I(N
k
)]
Def: I(Nk ) denotes the substitution
{AI[I(Nk)]/A1 , A2 [I(Nk )]/A2 , Ak[I(Nk)]/Ak }
I(Nk ) falsifies w iff
W(I(N
k
)] = F
I(N
k
) validates w iff W[ I (~Jk) ] = T
Def: An inference node in a semantic tree is any non-failure node,
all of whose successors are failure nodes.
In any finite closed semantic tree there must be at least one
inference node, Nk , otherwise there would exist an infinite branch
in the closed tree. Let its successors, which assign T and F to
A(k+l), be Nt(k+l), and N
f
(k+l) respectively.
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Then there are U.
~
and U. in U, and a substitution, S , such that:
J
and furthermore,
Therefore, by Theorem 1,
A(k+l) is negative in U.S
1
and positive in U.s.
)
4.2 A ground inference rule.
We now require a wff which logically follows from u.s
1
and
UjS , and which is falsified by I(Nk ). We further require that the
construction of the inferred wff not interfere with the usual lifting
Lemma [5] • The following wff, which we denote by u.s * U.S,
1 J
satisfies the above requirements:
This rule of inference was proposed by E. F. Storm at least
as early as 1972 [7]. Our syntactic notion of polarity was intro-
duced by K. Schutte in 1956 [6] • We can see that u.s * U.S follows1 J
from U.S and U.S . An interpretation that validates U.S and
1 J ].
U.S must either assign a truth-value to A(k+l) or leave A(k+l)
J
undefined. In the former case, one of the disjuncts of u.s * U.S
1 J
is validated, and both are validated in the latter case. It is also
straightforward to see that u.s * U.S
1 J
is falsified at the inference
16
node, Nk , because the semantic tree tells us that:
and
This leads us to wonder whether it might not be sufficient to infer
U.S(T/A{k+l)J VU.S{F/A(k+l)]? In fact, U.S * u.s is equivalent to
1. J 1. J
the following four wffs conjoined:
(4-1) U.S{T/A(k+l}} v U.S{F/A(k+l)}
1 J
( 4-2) U.S{F/A(k+l}} v U.S{T/A(k+l)}
1. J
(4-3) U.S{T/A(k+l)} V U.S{F/A(k+l)}
1. 1.
(4-4) U.S{F/A{k+l)} v U.S{T/A{k+l)}
J ]
Since we may soundly infer any or all of (4-1)-(4-4) separately,
we may try to limit the wffs inferred, to only those that are falsified
by I(Nk ). We know that (4-1) would be sufficient here, because we
have assumed knowledge of the semantic tree first. That is, we knew
that I(Nt(k+l» falsified ViS and therefore
in UiS. But A(k+l) might also be positive in
A{k+l) was negative
u.s, in which case
1
we could not limit ourselves to (4-1) by mere inspection of U.S
1
and U.S. Nevertheless, the contrapositive of Theorem 1 tells us
J
that if A{k+l) is only positive in u.s and only negative in U.S,
1. )
then in any semantic tree, (4-1) is falsified at the inference node
which has failure nodes falsifying
Now consider the case where
u.s and U.s.
1 )
A(k+l) is both positive and
negative in u.s
1
but is only positive in u.s.
)
If these two wffs
are involved in an inference node and two failure nodes, then it
must be that is falsified by an assignment of F
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to
A(k+l). (Again, the contrapositive of Theorem 1.) Therefore, it
must be the case that UiS[I(N
k
)] is falsified by assigning T to
A(k+l). So (4-1) must be falsified by I(Nk ).
If, however, A(k+l) is both positive and negative in both
u.s and U.S, then we have no way, in general, of determining which
1 ]
of (4-1) or (4-2) is falsified by I(Nk ), and perhaps both are.
Notice that in order to make I(Nk ) a failure node, neither (4-3)
nor (4-4) is necessary. In a book to be published soon, Waldinger
and Manna use an inference rule on their program specification lang-
uage, which is essentially (4-1) and (4-2) [8]. In fact, a discussion
with Richard Waldinger prompted the author to decompose
into (4-1)-(4-4).
u.s * u.s
1 ]
So suppose we have ground wffs,
A(k+l) is negative in U.S
1
u.s
1
and positive in
and U.S, and atom
]
U.S, and A(k+l) is
]
either only negative in U.s, or only positive in
1
U.s.
]
Then we
infer (4-1), U.S{T/A(k+1)} VU.S{F/A(k+l)}. Clearly, in the dual
1 J
case we infer (4-2), U.S{F/A(k+l)} VU.S{T/A(k+l)}. If, however,
1 J
A(k+l) is both positive and negative in U.S and U.S, then we
1 J
infer both (4-1) and (4-2).
We call this inference rule ground NC-resolution (standing
for Non-Clausal resolution). When applied to ground clauses, ground
NC-resolution amounts to ordinary ground resolution.
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4.3 NC-resolution.
If atom A{k+l) occurs with opposite polarity in u.s
1.
and
UjS , then let {LI ,L2 ,---,Ln } be the set of all atoms occurring in
Ui and Uj such that LIS - L2 S = --- = LnS = A(k+l). Furthermore,
{Ll ,L2 ,---,Ln } is unifiable with mgu M, so let {Ll,---,Ln}M = {L}.
Instantiation leaves polarity invariant, so that some L
s
and L
r
have opposite polarity in u.
1.
and u..
J
Each of the following wffs
is an NC-resolvent of U. and U..
1 J
(4-5) Ui M{T/L} V UjM{F/L}
(4-6) UiM{F/L} V UjM{T/L}
If the atom L occurs only positively or negatively in either
DIM or U.M, then we need infer only one of (4-5) and (4-6).
1. J
(4-5) and (4-6) have, as instances, the ground NC-resolvents
of U.S and U.S due to resolving on A(k+l), since MS = S .
1. J
Clearly, u. and U. have only finitely many NC-resolvents, and
1. J
possibly none. Therefore, we can compute R(U) as the wffs in U,
plus all the NC-resolvents of pairs of wffs in U. We define
RO(U) = U and R (U) = R(R leu}).n n- If U is unsatisfiable, then
in computing R(V), we have made at least one inference node of U
a failure node of R(U}. Iteration of this process is then guaranteed,
for finite n, to produce a set of wffs,
closed semantic tree is just a root node.
that has an instance denoting F.
R (U), for which the finite
n
R (U) will contain a wff
n
19
4.4 Deducing F.
We point out that our semantic tree argument in its present
form guarantees only that for unsatisfiable sets U , some R (U)
n
contains u. where u.s = F for some S. If U were in the
1 1
clause form used in standard resolution systems, then we would know
that u. = F. But in our system, an arbitrarily large wff may
1
have an instance denoting F.
We may avoid this problem by defining a different kind of
failure node. We defined Nk as a failure node if some instance
of u.
1
in U, say u.s, is falsified by
1
i. e. ,
The problem is that perhaps:
Nevertheless, the reduced form of UiS[I(Nk )] has only a finite
number of distinct atoms which are all assigned a truth value at
some depth g in the semantic tree. If 9 < k , then all atoms are
assigned a value in I(N
k
) and
If 9 > k , then for any descendent N
9
of at depth 9 ,
u .S [I (N )] --- > F
1 9
(lemma 4)
Def: l(N) reducibly falsifies U. iff for some instance, U.S,
9 1 1
-U.S [I(N )] ---> F •
J. g
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Def: N is a reduction-failure node iff for some u. in U ,
9 1..
l(N ) reducibly falsifies some instance of u. .
9 1..
Clearly every path leading away from a failure node will lead
to a reduction-failure node at finite depth. We can terminate each
path in the tree at a reduction-failure node and obtain a finite
closed reduction tree. Such a tree will always contain a reduction-
inference node, both of whose successors are reduction-failure nodes.
A reduction-inference node at depth 9 guarantees that A(g+l) is
positive in some U.. S I and A{g+l) is negative in some u.s ,
1 J
where u. , u. , are in U , because of Theorem l' . Again, the
1.. J
reduction failure nodes tell us that
U. S [I (N )] {T/A (g+l)} ---> F
1.. 9
and
U.8 [I (N )] {F/A(g+l)} ---> F
J 9
Since (FV F) ---> F , one of the NC-resolvents of u.
1..
and u.
J
will
make N a reduction failure node. So some reduction-inference node
9
of U is a reduction-failure node of R(U). For some n > 0 , the
finite closed reduction tree for R (U) is just a root node. There-
n
fore, our system will not only derive a wff that has an instance
denoting F, but will derive a wff having F as an instance, and
therefore will derive F itself.
It can also be seen; from Theorem 3, that any wff having an
instance denoting F will self NC-resolve until it reduces to F.
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4.5 A simple completeness-preserving restriction.
As in the case of resolution, we would like to avoid computing
all the NC-resolvents of a set of wffs. Consider a finite closed
semantic tree of depth n, which determines the possible interpre-
tations for atoms A1 ,A2 ,---,An • We may permute the atoms and assign
truth-values in an order, A(Pl},A(P2),---,A(Pn)' such that if i > j ,
then the predicate symbol of A(P.) precedes the predicate symbol of
1
A(P.) in alphabetical order. Note that the semantic tree for this
]
permuted enumeration of atoms still exhausts the possible interpreta-
In this semantic tree, if u.
1
and u.
J
are
falsified at nodes with a common parent, then the only NC-resolvents
that could be falsified at the parent, are those obtained by
NC-resolving on atoms whose predicate symbol is the alphabetically
earliest in u. and u. . So we may restrict NC-resolution to
1 J
operate only on atoms whose predicate symbol is the alphabetically
earliest in the two wffs under consideration. In effect, we limit
ourselves to the shrinking of only those semantic trees consistent
with the alphabetical ordering, instead of shrinking all possible
semantic trees [4].
4.6 NC-resolving on sub-wffs.
Suppose w is a sub-wff of u. , and x is a sub-wff of u. ,
1 J
such that w and x are unifiable with mgu M. Let w and x have
opposite polarity in VI and u. . Then we may soundly infer the
l. J
following wffs from u. and U.
1 J
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(4-7) UiM{T/WM} v UjM{F/XM}
(4-8) UiM{F/WM} V UjM{T/XM}
The soundness of NC-resolution of sub-wffs does not depend on
wand x being of opposite polarity. But, intuitively, this would
seem to be a reasonable restriction, especially since we will only
augment NC-resolution of atoms.
We may augment NC-resolution of atoms, with NC-resolution
involving sub-wffs, without affecting completeness. It appears that
if two wffs have large unifiable sub-wffs of opposite polarity, then
NC-resolving on those sub-wffs could contribute greatly to the com-
putation. Exactly what happens in a semantic tree because of such
an inference is not so straightforward as when the sub-wffs are
atoms; we will not discuss that issue here.
4.7 Wffs having <=> as their main connective.
If we NC-resolve two wffs of the form A <=> B , we may often
be forced to generate both NC-resolvents, because all their proper
sub-wffs have dual polarity. Wffs of this form can be expressed as
two wffs, A => B and A <= B , whose proper sub-wffs might then
have only one polarity. Unfortunately, this may double the pairs
of wffs that can be NC-resolved, while limiting each pair to one
NC-resolvent. However, the NC-resolvents in this latter case may
be simpler, although still guaranteed to be falsified at appropriate
inference nodes. Suppose we have wffs A <=> Band C <=> D such
that wff b is a sub-wff only of Band C, occurring only posi-
tively in B and only negatively in c. One NC-resolvent of these
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wffs is:
(4-9 ) (A <=> B{F/b}) V (C{T/b} <=> D)
But (4-9) is equivalent to these four wffs
(4-10) (A => B{F/b}) V (C{T/bl => D)
(4-11 ) (A => B{F/b}) V (C{T/b} <= D)
(4-12) (A <= B{F/bl) V (C{T/b} => D)
(4-13) (A <= B{F!b}) V (C{T/b} <= 0)
Now, if any of (4-10,11,12,13) is falsified at an inference node,
due to replacement of b, it must be (4-11). b is only positive
in the left disjunct of (4-11), where it is replaced by F , and
only negative in the right, where it is replaced by T. But each
of (4-10,12,13) has at least one disjunct, in which the combination
of b's polarity and its truth-value replacement prevent the falsi-
fication of that disjunct. For instance, consider the disjunct
C{T/bl => D of (4-10). b is only negative in C, therefore only
positive in C => D. The contrapositive of Theorem l' says that
replacement of b by T could not falsify C => D .
The point to be made is that when generating (4-9), we can
foresee that the useful half of A <=> B is A => B , because here
we are replacing b by F. In the other half, A <= B , b occurs
only negatively, and again by Theorem I', its replacement by F
cannot cause that half to become false.
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By a similar analysis, the other NC-resolvent, (4-14), of
A <=> Band C <=> D can be decomposed into four wffs, only one
of which is useful.
(4-14 ) (A <=> B{T/b}) V {C{F/b} <=> D)
In this case the two useful halves of the parent wffs are A <= B
and C => D. Instead of (4-14), we may immediately generate:
(4-15 ) (A <= B{T/b}) V (C{F/b} => D)
5. Another Example.
In this section, we assume the reader is familiar with the
ideas of Kowalski & Clark in [2]. This example serves to demonstrate
the process of NC-resolution. It is of some interest that NC-resolution
can be used to derive a logic program as a consequence of its
specification. We do not wish to speculate here on how useful a
tool NC-resolution might ultimately be for this purpose.
This example was first worked using the cumbersome n*n
operation, by Robert Kowalski, while he served as a visiting professor
at Syracuse University during the spring of 1978. It was later that
the author reduced the size of the inferred wffs.
The following two wffs describe the factorial function, where
the predicate, "Times," and the function, "+," are assumed built in.
(5-1)
(5-2)
Fact (0 I)
Fact (x+l y) <=> (Fact(x z) & Times(x+l z y»)
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We may now define a new predicate Fact* in terms of Fact. An intui-
tive rendering of Fact*(x y u v) is "if the factorial of x is y,
then the factorial of u is v." A logic program using Fact*
instead of Fact may be constructed, with the distinct advantage
that it computes bottom-up (iteratively), rather than top-down
(recursively). The wff defining Fact* is:
(5-3) Fact*(x y u v) <=> (Fact(x y) => Fact(u v»
We may now derive, in four steps, three wffs which represent a Horn-
clause logic program for computing Fact*. This example is not a
refutation. However, we will restrict the wffs inferred by con-
sidering the polarity of sub-wffs NC-resolved upon. We give no
formal justification for this when doing just deduction, but infer-
ences made without such restrictions are often redundant.
First, we would like to express any goal involving Fact as a
goal involving Fact*. We NC-resolve (5-1) and (5-3) by matching
the positive atom, Fact(O 1), with the atom, Fact (x y). The useful
half of (5-3) is the "only-if" half.
Fact(O l){F/Fact(O I)} V
(Fact*(O 1 u v) => (Fact(O 1) => Fact(u v») {T/Fact(O I)}
which reduces to:
(5-4 ) Fact(u v) <= Fact*(O 1 u v)
We can NC-resolve (5-3) with itself to yield the basis of the program
for computing Fact* by matching the two atoms involving Fact. More
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formally, we can create a copy of (5-3), with renamed variables,
Xl, y', u', and Vi. Now, all four atoms involving Fact are unified
by the mgu, {x/u, y/v, x/x', y/y', x/u l , y/v'}. The matching atom
is positive and negative in (5-7) and its copy, but the two
NC-resolvents are identical.
Fact*(x y x y) <=> (Fact(x y) => Fact(x y»{T/Fact(x y)}
V
Fact*(x y x y) <=> (Fact(x y) => Fact(x y»{F/Fact(x y)}
which reduces to:
(5-5) Fact*(x y x y)
To derive the iterative part of the program, we first NC-resolve
(5-2) and (5-3). Both NC-resolvents must be considered because the
matching atoms, Fact(x+l y) and Fact(x y), each have dual polarity.
The one that contributes to the deduction is:
Fact(x+l y) <=> (Fact(x z) & Times(x+l z y»{F/Fact(x+l y)}
V
Fact*(x+l y u v) <=> (Fact(x+l y) => Fact(u v»{T/Fact(x+l y}}
Again, for reasons discussed in section 4.7, as long as we are
deducing this particular NC-resolvent, only half of (5-2) and (5-3)
are needed. We do not use the half of (5-2) in which Fact(x+l y)
is only negative, nor the half of (5-3) in which Fact(x y) is only
positive. So we infer:
Fact(x+l y) <= (Fact(x z) & Times(x+l z y»{F/Fact(x+l y)}
V
Fact*(x+l y u v) => (Fact(x+l y) => Fact(u v») {T/Fact(x+l y)}
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which reduces to
(5-6) N{Fact(x z) & Times(x+l z y» V
(Fact*(x+l y u v) => Fact(u v»
which can be re-written as:
(5-6) ("'Times (x+l z y) V J1I'Fact* (x+l y u v» V
(Fact(x z) => Fact(u v»
We now resolve (5-6) with (5-3), matching the underlined sub-wff
of (5-6) and its counterpart in (5-3), producing:
~Fact*(x z u v) v NTirnes(x+l z y) V Fact*(x+l y u v)
which can be re-written as a Horn-clause:
(5-7) Fact*(x+l y u v) <= (Times(x+l z y) & Fact*(x z u v»
Wffs (5-4), (5-5), and (5-7), comprise a Horn-clause logic
program for computing the factorial function. This program can be
executed by a top-down problem solver, such as PROLOG [9] , and yet
will compute the factorial in an iterative manner, accumulating the
result in one location. A detailed explanation of this program is
given in [2].
We used NC-resolution of a sub-wff in deriving (5-12), which
required manipulation of the wffs so that unifiable sub-wffs could
be recognized. If this feature is to be useful, some efficient
methods of recognizing similar sub-wffs must be made available.
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